From Learning to Leading: Shifting Coaching Conversations from Tools to Teaching

bit.ly/fromlearningtoleading
Who are we?

Ronit Shapiro
K-5 Instructional Technology Coach
@RonitShapiro

Krissy Pierce
6-8 Instructional Coach
@MrsKrissyPierce
LEARNING
Understanding Our Roles

Balancing Passion with Compassion

History

Purpose

Relationships
Our Learning Team

- Supporting teacher workflow
- Naming the components of a coaching cycle
- Following in the footsteps of our influencers
- Celebrating opportunities
- Clearly defining pathways
- Developing a passionate yet focused digital presence
Influencers

Building an energetic culture
Intentionality shifts practice
Innovation facilitates opportunity
Monitoring systemizes learning
Shift requires planning
Learning loudly
Coaching

What do you want students to be able to do?
Our Values

We work transparently and learn openly.

Diversity is a learning opportunity.

We hold ourselves accountable for empathizing with all the learners we serve.

My classroom is not about me but I am the most influential person in it.
Technology alone will not automatically create truly engaged learners; teachers need to integrate good instructional strategies to help create authentic engagement.
LEADING
Structuring Opportunities

Digital Presence
Marketing Materials
Playgrounds
Technical PD Gaps
Summer ½ Day PDs
Learning First

Three year implementation
Supports for Teachers

- Apple Teacher
- Impact Teams
- Learning First
Types of Coaching Support

- **Software Tour**
  - Reflecting on Teaching to Inform Instruction

- **Co-Planning**
  - Analyzing Student Work to Inform Instruction

- **Mini Cycle**
  - Reflecting on Teacher Workflow

- **Modeling**
PLANNING
Our Continuing Journey

- Student Innovation Team
- Digital Citizenship Task Force
- Clarifying coaching opportunities
- Curriculum work
- First 10 Days
REFLECTING
Push your thinking...

“As an educator, I…”

“This means I’ve encountered challenges when…”

“Therefore I should/can…”

#ICE19
@MrsKrissyPierce
@RonitShapiro
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